
Being
founder

take
guts.

Tt's wielding tech wizardry and marketing magic 
to blaze a trail, while keeping your productivity 
dance reserved for your own product.

Digital Dividends

Founders rock the tech and marketing tandem, 
channeling geeky genius to power digital innovation, 

while reserving their productivity prowess for 
their product passion

Marketing Mojo

DIGITIZE
IDEAS

WE

Crafting Futures in Bytes! Where analog ambitions meet 
digital dazzle – we're your partners in turning local legends and startups 

into global gurus, powered by tech, marketing, and pure pixel magic

Get stArt
e
d

pRoMisinG

GREATNESS

As a Managing Partner of a 6M$ fund, I've seen 
my share of design and web 'experts,' but 
Geeky Vision redefined the game. Their graphic 
design mojo is like a creative energy drink – my 
brand got a makeover that even left me starstruck! 
And the website? It's not a site, it's a digital 
VIP lounge where clicks turn into pure magic.

Kabir Kocchar
Managing Partner, Audacity

Prateek Tosniwal
Partner, MI Capital | Founder, IVY Growth

As an investor carving global corridors, I know the
power of connections, and Geeky Vision you're the secret sauce

 that made 21 by 72 the grand startup feast it was!
Geeky Vision, you've etched your mark in this
 summit's digital DNA, and I'm proud to have 

witnessed the transformation you brought 
to the startup cosmos.

Step into Our Service Wonderland: Where 
Geeky Vision Sparks Simple Sorcery! Discover a world 
of offerings that mix tech magic with a sprinkle of fun.

Where Ideas Party

Menu of Marvels

SPELLBOOK
Geeky Magic:seRvices

Graphic Design

From crafting captivating company 
profiles to unleashing eye-catching 
promotionals and sleek one-pagers, 
we're your one-stop destination for 
turning ideas into pixel-perfect 
visual masterpieces.

Brand Building

Whether it's crafting a magnetic 
personal brand or weaving an impactful 
social presence, we specialize in 
sculpting identities that leave an 
indelible mark in the digital landscape.

Web Design & Development

From creating captivating portfolio 
websites to bringing diverse online 
visions to life, we're the architects of 
pixel-perfect platforms that showcase 
your uniqueness in the digital universe.

Marketing Campaigns

Crafting Buzz with our Marketing 
Campaigns! From sculpting social 
media empires to crafting compelling 
content, we orchestrate campaigns 
that resonate, captivate, and ignite a 
dynamic digital presence.

LET’s
    GET IN
TOUCH
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    GET IN

Email Address
visiongeeky@gmail.com

Phone Number
+91 78580 46746 | +91 62030 59082

Website
www.geekyvision.in

beLIVeRs in GeekY MaGIc : pIXeLs to pRoFITs ALuMnI


